
Which Precision Indexing 
System is Right for your  
Automated Process?



Robot Integration and saving floor space 

When your 
utilizing a robot 
in your rotary 
index table 
application and 
you want to 
save on floor 
space there is 
an excellent 
alternative to 
traditional 

methods and at the same time reducing set up 
time.  By using a rotary index table that has 
ability to mount your robot to a stationary 
center column you will cut down on the floor 
space required and at the same time you will 
have two independent automated pieces fully 
integrated into one.  Motion Index Drives offers 
a vast range of fixed and programmable rotary 
index tables that can be controlled 
independently from the robot or become an 
aux axis to the robot.  All Motion Index Drives 
rotary index tables can be adapted to accept 
any robot brand. 

Linear Indexing over Rotary Indexing 

When it comes to automated assembly process 
in the consumer product industry, often time 
there are multiple processes that have to occur 
from start to finish. If you visualize a ball point 

pen and how many parts it takes to create a 
finished assembled product, you can count ten 
or more processes.  This would only include the 
final assembly with a printed process included. 
This is a fairly small product, but with all the 
mechanisms required at each station the 
footprint requirement grows in diameter as 
each additional required station is added. By 
utilizing a precision link indexing conveyor this 
can save a tremendous amount of floor space 
and allow you to automated your process in a 
linear fashion.  The LFA precision link indexing 
conveyors engineered by Motion Index Drives 
provides high accuracy in X, Y and Z directions. 
These LFA can be manufactured as fully 
programmable systems or as a fixed indexing 
stroke.  

Robot Transfer or Tool Slide 

Process engineers 
are extremely 
familiar with robot 
slides or what is 
commonly 
referred to as 7th 
axis slides.  With 
material handling 
jobs the traditional 
7th axis slide makes 
the most sense.  In 

other applications such as welding or if other 
processes are being performed on a large part 
and needs to be transported to multiple 
stations.  The tool slide can be applied.  This 
concept can also be used to change between 
tooling fixtures to run different parts in the 
same line.  The LazerArc ILM systems 
manufactured by Motion Index Drives offer high 
accuracies and are engineered and constructed 
to hold up to the harshest manufacturing 
environments.  



Lift and Shift or Lift and Rotate 

Both Lift and Shift and Lift 
and Rotate precision 
indexing systems give 
process engineer the 
ability to lift and move.  
One in a linear fashion 
and one in a rotary 
fashion.  The lift and shift 
motion can be achieved 
with a Lift and Carry 
System or a SP Walking 
Beam.  The Lift and Carry 
System is engineered for 
heavy loads that will be 
transported over 
distances typically over 

1.0 meter or more from one station to the next, 
thus the lift mechanism is required to lift the 
part out of the stationary fixture that it lies in 
while a specific process is performed.  A walking 
beam SP style unit would be used for similar 
application, but with much less weight and 
typically much less horizontal stoke 
requirements.  A lift and rotate indexer comes 
in a large array of sizes and is typically used for 
very high speed applications such as tool 
changing.  Lift and rotates are also commonly 
used for lifting parts from one fixture nest and 
placing them in another at a specific degree of 
rotation.  When the lift and rotate stroke is 
known and application will not change, it is 
advantageous to use a fixed cam lift and rotate 
unit that will be mechanically synchronized and 
reduce integration cost and commissioning time 
as well as provided a robust solution that 
requires little to no maintenance.  

Programmable Cam Indexers vs Fixed Cam 
Indexer 

The benefit of 
using a barrel 
cam indexer for 
any automated 
process provides 
many benefits 
including 
accuracy and 
repeatability 
regardless of 
how many 

stations may be required.  The RT series 
indexers by Motion Index Drives can be 
manufactured to have up to 108 stops.  The 
fixed cam indexers offer a cost advantage over 
the programmable versions when it comes to 
total integration costs.  The increased cost 
come from the components required to operate 
the programmable versions correctly.  
Programmable cam indexers require encoders 
on AC motors or servo motors, along with servo 
drives.  The benefits to using a programmable 
cam indexer, in addition to its’ zero backlash, 
high precision mechanical components, is that 
you can use it as an auxiliary axis to any type of 
robot.  Another major advantage to the 
programmable version is that you can run 
multiple programs on a single rotary cam index 
table.  For example if you have an A and B part 
each requires four distinctly different tooling 
nests, you would need eight total tooling nests 
arrayed around a diameter of a rotary index 
table.  On a traditional fixed indexer a process 
engineer may choose an eight station indexer 
and have to pause every 45 degrees, essentially 
losing cycle time.  The programmable version 
gives you the ability to rotate 90 degrees after 
shifting between the parts that are 45 degrees 
apart.   
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